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Abstract 
One of the intriguing effects that exists both in nature and in laboratory fabricated condi-tions is the ability to repel water. Superhydrophobic surfaces have hierarchical roughness and coating that allows water repellency and formation of air interfaces in proximity when submerged. Although there has been continuous research on the samples themselves, there has been little effort to expand it to other fields. In biomedical field, there are applications that utilize nano-scale agents for drug delivery and perfusion. Knowing that superhydro-phobic surfaces have nanoparticles as coating and can form air pockets, it made it a po-tential target to study. So far there has been little to no research regarding superhydropho-bic surface interaction under ultrasound fields, which is the main tool in many biomedical applications. Thus, this thesis tackles different aspects of the superhydrophobic surfaces that cover both uniform (e.g., defined pillar structure) and nonuniform surfaces (using industrial polymer spray product or chemically inducing roughness). Furthermore, various experiments were devised to understand the phenomena occurring at different acoustic pressures, investigate wave propagation on the surfaces, and find out any benefits of ap-plying ultrasound.   
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Nomenclature 

Notations: 
𝛾   Surface energy 
𝛾𝑙𝑣    Liquid/vapour interfacial energy 
𝛾𝑠𝑣    Solid/vapour interfacial energy 
𝛾𝑠𝑙    Solid/liquid interfacial energy 
𝜃∗   Apparent/measured contact angle 
𝑊𝑎    Work of adhesion 
𝑊𝑐    Work of cohesion 
𝑆   Spreading coefficient 
𝑟   Roughness coefficient 
𝜃𝑌   Young’s angle 
𝑓𝐴    Area fraction of solid/air 
𝜆   Wavelength, mm 
𝑓   Frequency, Hz 
𝑐   Velocity, m/s 
𝐾   Elastic modulus, kg/m/s2 
𝜌   Density, kg/m3 
𝑃   Acoustic pressure, Pa 
   
𝑅   Intensity reflection coefficient 
𝑇   Intensity transmission coefficient 
𝐼𝑟    Reflection intensity 
𝐼𝑡    Transmission intensity 
𝐼𝑖    Incident intensity 
𝑉𝑏    Bubble volume 
Δ𝑃   Pressure gradient 
𝐹𝐵   Bjerknes force          

Abbreviations: 
CA Contact angle MI Mechanical index RF Radio frequency FPS Frames per second S_FP Constant power level HV High voltage SH Superhydrophobic UAN Ultrasonically actuated needle AM Amplitude modulation 
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1 Introduction 
The robust design of liquid-repellent surfaces has been widely exploited in different appli-cations and industries during the past decade. The research area in a state defined by super-hydrophobic consisted of applications such as nanoscale contrast agent [1], anti-fouling sur-faces, drag reduction, protein adsorption [2], cellular interaction as well as platforms diag-nostic tools [3].  
Superhydrophobic can be defined as a surface with contact angle above 150° (due to a com-posite solid-air surface) and a sliding angle below 10° [4]. In nature, superhydrophobicity can be seen in biological surfaces (e.g. lotus leaves, desert beetle) [5]. Conventionally, sur-faces with low energy and hierarchical roughness have superhydrophobic property [6]. Therefore, to create [6] a superhydrophobic surface, one needs to modify the surface by adding roughness in micro/nanoscale and achieve a low free surface energy [6]. 
The research areas in this topic are broad, however, some of them are just in the beginning of progressing phase where just ideas are flouting around with no concrete study. There was a slightly more interest in advancing in superhydrophobic in biomedical and medical appli-cation because of their bioinspired nature. Ultrasound is widely used in those areas with more focus on applications including diagnostic sonography, ablation of solid tumor and drug delivery [7]. The latter considers ultrasound contrast agents in enhancing image con-trast by means of using micro to nano-scale fluorocarbon bubble and droplets. Furthermore, a noninvasive strategy for intracellular drug perfusion and gene delivery was facilitated us-ing localized microbubbles as they play a rule in efficiently reflecting and scattering the incident ultrasound [8]. However, the contrast agents that are widely used are slightly inef-fective in terms of penetrating into the target tissue and accumulating due to having a rela-tively large size in the bloodstream and their unstable nature in general [8].  
A possible approach to overcome these limitations is moving from micro to nano-scale agents and using nanoparticles that can alleviate nanobubbles on the particle surface or sta-bilize them in well-defined cavities. These nanobubbles remain stable but tend to spontane-ously grow and collapse when subjected to high pressure in acoustic field by externally ap-plied ultrasound. It is a process known as acoustic inertial cavitation and grows the nano-bubbles in presence of sufficient negative acoustic pressure [7]. 
Recently, some researchers have studied the interaction of sound with hydrophobic samples with nano-scale pores (2-50 nm) and determined the possibility of inducing cavitation when applying clinically relevant acoustic pressures [7]. The research papers showed the initiation of acoustic cavitation on different samples with mesoporous silica nanoparticles [9, 10], solid poly-tetrafluoroethylene nanoparticles [11] and polystyrene nanocups [12, 13] to name a few. The bubbles generated due to the acoustic field will violently collapse and produce shock wave due to cavitation which can kill cancer cells [9, 14] and also used to improve efficacy of drug delivery in vivo [13].  
While most research papers [7, 9-14]  have shown the stabilization of nanobubbles on hy-drophobic interfaces, there are no information about the correlation between different nano-particle properties and the occurrence of inertia cavitation. Furthermore, there were no ex-perimental findings regarding superhydrophobic interfaces in the acoustic field.  
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Thus, the aim of this thesis is to determine the feasibility of applying ultrasound waves in superhydrophobic vicinity to convey the lack of previous work and describe the phenomena occurring. In order to accomplish this aim, different superhydrophobic samples will be fab-ricated and characterized. Furthermore, various experiments are devised to investigate inter-facial behaviours on superhydrophobic samples that are immersed in water. The thesis will focus on the interpretation of results based on different experiments. 
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the theory underlying superhydropho-bicity and ultrasound. Chapter 3 describes the fabricated materials and their characteristics,  equipment used and finally the experimental setups and procedures. Chapter 4 provides the experimental results and discussion for each individual experiment. Chapter 5 briefly de-scribe the limitation in the experiments as well as propose ideas for future experiments and possible applications. Cahpter 6 concludes the thesis by describing the findings related to applying ultrasound on superhydrophobic samples and the importance of current study. 
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2 Theoretical Background 
In order to determine the effect of ultrasound on superhydrophobic surfaces under different experimental conditions, it is important to understand the principles of both areas in the the-sis: Superhydrophobicity and Ultrasound. Therefore, this chapter is divided into Sections 2.1 and 2.2, presenting an overview of the important concepts of superhydrophobicity and fac-tors affecting the phenomena, as well as explains the underlying physics of ultrasound pass-ing through a medium toward a surface. 
2.1 Basic principles of superhydrophobicity 
This section focuses on the first aspect of the project related to superhydrophobic surfaces. The necessary concepts are introduced by explaining the wetting fundamentals and charac-terising them using the contact angle, as well as covering different wetting regimes related to superhydrophobicity. These concepts will be used to interpret the results in various ex-periments introduced in the following chapter. 
2.1.1 Wetting 
The phenomenon of wetting is not a new concept, though the behaviour occurs frequently in our daily life. When watering plants and trees or in the event of a rainy day, one can notice the water droplets rolling across the leaves and sometimes leaving a trace of water. The remaining traces can be referred to as wetting. The phenomena can also be related to tasks such as lubricating systems, dyeing or even laundry. Wetting ensures clear vision in our eyes because it allows ultralow wear and the repelling of the condensed water around the articular cartilage [15]. 
A determining factor for this phenomenon is the surface interaction between different phases of matter. All materials exhibiting excess energy (surface tension, 𝛾) on their surface due to the dominating effect of broken bonds in surface atoms compared to those in the bulk. The surface tension is theoretically described as the work required to increase the surface area, while maintaining a constant pressure and temperature throughout (SI unit: J/m2 or N/m) [16]. 
To quantitatively measure the wetting of liquid on a solid interface, the contact angle (𝜃∗) should be considered. It is expressed thermodynamically as the surface tension at solid, liq-uid and vapor interfaces.  This contact angle (CA) in relation to the surface energy for a chemically homogenous surface can therefore be expressed using Young’s equation as shown in Equation (1) [17]:  
 𝛾𝑙𝑣  𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗  =  𝛾𝑠𝑣  − 𝛾𝑠𝑙  , (1) 

where 𝛾 refers to the interfacial energy and the subscripts lv, sv and sl are related to the liquid-vapour, solid-vapour and solid-liquid interfaces, respectively. A schematic diagram illustrating a water drop resting on a solid surface is given in Figure 1. Equation (1) considers the differences in interfacial energy due to the chemical nature of three phases present based on the assumption of having a microscopically smooth solid surface [17].  
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Figure 1. A water droplet on a solid surface showing the contact angle 𝜽∗ and the relative interfacial energies 𝜸𝒍𝒗, 𝜸𝒔𝒗 and 𝜸𝒔𝒍 (Adapted from [18]).  

When a droplet (e.g. water) is placed on a solid surface, the 𝜃0 shown in Figure 1 will be influenced in varying degrees due to the chemical nature of both the liquid part as well as the solid part (droplet and surface respectively). If the droplet spreads out on the surface and shows a CA of less than 90°, the surface in classified as hydrophilic. Otherwise, the droplet will not wet the surface, a characteristic known as hydrophobic. For hydrophobic surfaces, 
𝛾𝑠𝑣  is lower than 𝛾𝑠𝑙  resulting in a free energy driving force that forms large solid-vapor and small solid-liquid interfacial areas. Thus, the contact angle tends to be above 90°. Con-versely, the free energies associated with hydrophilic interfaces result in the CA becoming lower than 90° [19]. 
In general, there are five types of wetting on solid surfaces which are shown schematically in Figure 2. with their contact angles indicated. The contact angle depends on the magnitude of the interfaces (solid-liquid and solid vapor) and ranges from 0 to 180 degrees.  Figure 2(a) shows the complete non-wetting state in which there is one single contact point since the contact angle of the liquid with the solid interface is 180°. If the contact interface between the liquid and solid becomes larger while maintaining a contact angle of above 150° (Figure 2(b)), it can be classified as superhydrophobic. Most of the surfaces act as either hydrophobic (non-wetting condition) or hydrophilic (wetting condition), which have contact angles of 
150° > CA ≥ 90° (Figure 2(c)) and CA < 90° (Figure 2(d)), respectively. In the instance where liquid droplet spreads over the surface entirely, the surface reached a complete wetting state. In this case, the liquid forms a thin layer having a 0° contact angle with the solid surface (Figure 2(e)) [19].  
To describe the amount of wetting, it is useful to consider the difference between the work of adhesion (𝑊𝑎) and cohesion (𝑊𝑐). This relationship is known as Spreading coefficient (S) and can be described as follows [20]: 
 𝑆 =  𝑊𝑎 − 𝑊𝑐 = (𝛾𝑙𝑣  +  𝛾𝑠𝑣  − 𝛾𝑠𝑙) −  2𝛾𝑙𝑣  , (2) 

where the work of adhesion is expressed as the sum of liquid-vapor and solid-vapor interfa-cial energies minus the solid-liquid surface energy and the work of cohesion is twice the liquid-vapor surface energy for the specific liquid [20]. If 𝑆 > 0, the adhesion work will 
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dominate the cohesion work and results in spreading the liquid over the solid surface. Con-versely, the liquid will not spread if 𝑆 < 0.  
Equation (2)  can be simplified in terms of the three interfacial energies as follow: 
 𝑆 =  𝛾𝑠𝑣 – (𝛾𝑙𝑣  + 𝛾𝑠𝑙) (3) 

This equation indicates that solid surfaces are more difficult to wet by a given liquid if the solid-vapor interfacial energy is low (e.g. polymeric materials). In other words, if 𝛾𝑠𝑣 <
 (𝛾𝑙𝑣  +  𝛾𝑠𝑙), liquid will not spread on the solid surface [20]. 

 
Figure 2. Five types of wetting on solid surfaces: (a) complete non-wetting, (b) superhydrophobic, (c) hydrophobic, (d) hydrophilic and (e) complete wetting (Adapted from [21]) 

 
2.1.2 Superhydrophobic regimes 
The superhydrophobic regimes (also known as wetting states) on a rough surface are mainly described by two conventional models; Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter. The Wenzel  model uti-lizes Equation (1) which was also known as Young's equation and can be expressed by [22]: 
 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ = 𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑌 , (4) 
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where the equation takes into account the measured contact angle 𝜃∗, roughness coefficient r and the Young's angle 𝜃𝑌. The Young’s angle is related to the equilibrium contact angle on an ideal smooth solid. The Wenzel wetting state is illustrated in Figure 3 showing the appar-ent contact angle created on the surface. The roughness coefficient 𝑟 is the ratio of the con-tacted surface area by a droplet between rough and chemically equivalent flat surface. For a smooth surface,  𝑟 is equal to 1. However, in cases where r is greater than 1, will have rough-ness features. One of the results of Wenzel model is that roughness can improve the apparent hydrophilic property as well as the apparent hydrophobicity. In addition, increasing the sur-face roughness enhances the contact between the droplet and the surface by the means of pinning the droplet in de-wetting [23, 24]. This process can lead to increase in contact angle hysteresis and the concept will be further discussed in Section 3.1.2.  
. 

 
Figure 3. The Wenzel wetting state (Adapted from [18]) 

Wenzel model also predicted that contact angle hysteresis for hydrophobic surfaces will re-cede at high roughness (e.g. 𝑟 = 1.7). Therefore, the surface will sustain air in the roughed area under the droplet, preventing the surface from wetting. This is fundamentally related to superhydrophobicity [25-27]. 
The second model describing the wetting state is Cassie-Baxter model. Comparably to Wen-zel model, it considers the measured contact angle as well as Young’s contact angle with the difference of describing the wetting state on heterogenous surface under solid and air phases. The Cassie-Baxter model can be described as follow [28]: 
 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ = 𝑓𝐴1𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑌1 + 𝑓𝐴2cos 𝜃𝑌2 , (5) 
where 𝑓𝐴1 and 𝑓𝐴2 (=1- 𝑓𝐴1) are the area fractions of solid and air. The Young's contact angles on the solid surface in these two phases are denoted as 𝜃1 and 𝜃2. The apparent contact angle is used in the left term of the equation as θ* which applies to the material surface. An illus-tration for this model is shown in Figure 4. 
This model describes the case where the droplet is in contact with certain area fractions (𝑓𝐴1  and 𝑓𝐴2) with the composite surface [29, 30]. In case where air is under the droplet with 
Young’s angle of the solid (𝜃) being 180°, the Cassie-Baxter relationship for superhydro-phobic surface can be rewritten as follow: 
 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃∗ = 𝑓𝐴(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑌) − 1 , (6) 
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where 𝑓𝐴  is the area fraction between the solid and droplet interface. Here is Young’s CA is a function of f. The basis of understanding the three-phase interplay between solid, liquid and air boundaries can be achieved by using both Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter model at a rough surface.  

 
Figure 4. The Cassie-Baxter state (Adapted from [18]) 

In order to create a superhydrophobic surface, one can modify the surface chemically along with controlling the surface properties (such as density, height and diameter of surface struc-ture). The desired surface structure density constitutes of the interfacial forces needed to suspend the liquid against the forces of gravity. To prevent wetting and contact of liquid with underlying solid, the surface structures ought to be tall enough. In addition, the diameter of the roughed structure should be small to decrease the fraction area between solid and liquid as much as possible [31]. Researchers are still investigating the case where a roughed surface is modified along with the surface energy in order to achieve a transition between Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter model [32-35]. However, the characterization of the proper boundary conditions to achieve such transition is still an ongoing research area [36]. Even though, one can rudimentary study the behaviour of water on a surface from the Cassie-Baxter equation using both surface chemistry and surface roughness [37]. 
 
2.2 Basic principles of ultrasound 
This section gives an overview of some concepts about the ultrasound physics and quantities covering the fundamentals of wave propagation and terminologies, behaviour of ultrasound wave in medium and the corresponding phenomena and lastly cavitation. The latter part will be discussed in more details in Chapter 4. 
2.2.1 Ultrasound wave propagation 
A subset of mechanical waves above the threshold of 20,000 Hz and thereby parted from audible sound for having a frequency beyond human hearing are known as ultrasound. The driving force for ultrasound propagation is pressure variation. It involves microscopic vibra-tion in material where individual particles vibrate in fluid, solids and lattice structures as a result of particle velocity of vibrating materials. Therefore, ultrasound propagation necessi-tates a physical medium and cannot travel in vacuum [38]. 
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Ultrasound can be expressed using the same properties as sound which are frequency 𝑓, velocity 𝑐 and wavelength 𝜆 as follow: 
 𝜆 =

𝑐

𝑓
 (7) 

The frequency can be defined as the number of wave cycles per unit time. A wave cycle is simply the total time between two maximum pressure levels and the distance between those is the wavelength [39].  
The propagation speed cannot be described using the previous equation since it is only af-fected by the characteristic of the medium (such density and compressibility). The relation-ship for propagation speed is given as follow:  
 

𝑐 = √
𝐾

𝜌
 , (8) 

 𝐾 = 𝜌𝑐2 = 𝑍. 𝑐 , (9) 
where c is the speed, 𝐾 is the elastic modulus (the level of compressibility of fluid or stiffness level of the material) and 𝜌 is the density (c=[m/s], K=[kg/m/s2] and 𝜌=[kg/m3]. For exam-ple, c in air, water and aluminium has approximate values of 330, 1480 and 6400 m/s re-spectively [40]. Z is an important quantity describing the acoustic impedance (𝑍 = 𝜌𝑐 [rayls or kg.m−2.s−1]) . It is usually used to determine the sound reflection and transmission between two mediums. If mediums have different Z, the sound wave will always be reflected in the intersection boundary. Therefore, couplant with similar impedance is usually used while working with ultrasound wave generating device [39].  
The acoustic pressure (𝑃) is another quantity to describe ultrasound which denotes the devi-ation from ambient pressure (unit Pa) induced by soundwave amplitude. As the ultrasound wave (in this case longitudinal wave) travels through the medium, it causes an expansion (rarefraction) and compression (condensation) on medium particles [39]. The sound pressure level can be expressed by the following equation: 
 

𝐼 =
𝑃2

2𝜌𝑐
 , (10) 

where the new term, 𝐼 [W/m2], denotes the acoustic intensity produced by the sound pertur-bation and can be defined as the acoustic power carried per unit area. The power level rela-tionship to intensity is nonlinear. Furthermore, to double the sound level, the acoustic inten-sity must be tenfold. For simplicity, it is usually expressed in decibels (dB) as follow: 
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 𝐼𝑑𝐵 = 10 log10

𝐼

𝐼0
 (11) 

where 𝐼0 is the threshold of hearing and it is about 10−12 𝑊/𝑚2. 
In ultrasound experiments, piezoelectric elements are used to produce sound waves that are mainly referred to as acoustics. The elements are converting the input electric energy to mechanical energy and undergo expansion or compression by piezoelectric effect. The pie-zoelectric elements can generate ultrasound wave at desired frequency by controlling the oscillating voltage [41].  
2.2.2 Reflection, transmission and scattering of sound at interfaces 
Ultrasonic waves are reflected when they travel through two different mediums with imped-ance (Z) mismatch. This is caused by the difference in densities that affects the propagation speed. The reflection from the interface is greater when the Z of two mediums differ greatly. Therefore, we can calculate a fraction of the reflected wave intensity by knowing the imped-ances materials because particle velocity and local pressure are continuous through the in-terface. Some examples for characteristic impedance in different mediums are as follow: Air= 0.0004e06 rayls, water= 1.48e06 rayls, muscle= 1.71e06 rayls and blood= 1.65e06 rayls [40]. Using Z of different mediums, we can calculate the reflection and transmission intensity coefficients as follow: 
 

𝑅 =
𝐼𝑟

𝐼𝑖
=

(𝑍2 − 𝑍1)2

(𝑍1 + 𝑍2)2
 (12) 

  𝑇 =
𝐼𝑡

𝐼𝑖
=

4𝑍1𝑍2

(𝑍1 + 𝑍2)2
= (1 − 𝑅) (13) 

where R is the intensity reflection coefficient (ratio of reflection intensity 𝐼𝑟 and incoming intensity 𝐼𝑖) and T is the intensity transmission coefficient that takes into account the ratio of 
𝐼𝑡 (transmission intensity) and 𝐼𝑖.  
To further explain the relationship between R and T, let’s consider muscle-air interface which has an R of 0.98 and, therefore, a T value of 0.02. This means that in such an interface where the Z value has a considerable difference, most of the acoustic energy is reflected. If 
a transducer is used and air exist between the medium (by placing the transducer on patient’s skin for instance), little sound pulses will pass into the next medium as air will reflect most of the incident waves. The ultrasound echoes received will depend on the angle of incoming 
wave as explained by Lambert’s cosine law as follow: 
 𝐼𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼𝑖𝑛 . cos (𝜃) (14) 

The equation shows that when the incoming acoustic wave is normal to the interface, it will have the highest echo intensity. 
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The ultrasound incident wave can also scatter in all directions when encountering an object with both different Z and a size similar or smaller than its wavelength. Such objects are called diffuse reflector which produce echoes of smaller amplitude in all directions that may also interact with each other. This results in constructive and destructive interferences known as speckle that leads to irregularity in the ultrasound imaging and grainy appearance in signal [7, 39]. 
2.2.3 Cavitation 
Cavitation is known as the process of generating and oscillating bubbles due to ultrasound beam (usually with high intensity) passing through a liquid or tissue. The bubbles generated in this fashion will vary in size, where high pressure will induce smaller bubbles. Conversely, they will grow when subjected to low pressure waves. Bubbles can be produced spontane-ously when ultrasound wave starts producing inclusions containing vapor which can grow and become gas bubble if higher energy molecules group [42]. The cavitation is dependent on many parameters such as frequency and the extent of continuous and pulsed waves. More-over, there are inhomogeneities in the liquid such as ionic molecules or dissolved gas bubbles that can affect the process. The cavitation diameter is believed to be in nano or micrometer scale [43]. 
2.2.3.1 Stable Cavitation 

Stable cavitation is the process in which bubble in a fluid medium is forced to vibrate in an acoustic field by the induced energy. It is known as controlled bubble oscillation. It occurs in the range of sub and ultra-harmonic frequencies of the main excitation fre-quency or basically at low transit pressures. Stable cavitation may also be referred to as non-inertial cavitation [44]. 
2.2.3.2 Transient Cavitation 

Transient Cavitation occurs when violent implosion in the medium takes place as the pressure increases, resulting in a shock wave. In other words, the bubbles behave ran-domly in a chaotic manner until they collapse at efficient acoustic power. This process is also referred to as inertial cavitation [44]. 
In order to identify the possibility of inducing cavitation in a liquid or tissue, one can refer an ultrasound metric known as mechanical index (MI). It is a unitless number describing the relationship between ultrasound pressure and frequency, assuming linear propagation of ul-trasound as well as the existence of the optimal bubble size. It can be expressed as follow: 
 𝑀𝐼 =

𝑃𝑁

√𝑓
 (15) 

where MI is the ratio of peak negative pressure (𝑃𝑁, [MPa]) over a square root of the applied frequency (𝑓, [MHz]). According to literature, it is considered safe to operate at MI below 1.9 [45]. 
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To wrap up, this chapter covered concepts essential to understand the two main areas of the project. The superhydrophobicity principles were introduced in terms of wetting phenomena and superhydrophobic regimes. This knowledge will be used in fabricating superhydropho-bic samples and characterizing them using contact angle measurements in Chapter 3. More-over, the second section in this chapter explained the necessary concepts of ultrasound wave propagation and interactions, as well as the cavitation process. This information will be used to explain the results in Chapter 4. The following chapter will cover the process of making the superhydrophobic samples and their classifications, equipment used and finally a list of experimental setups.
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3 Materials and Methods 
3.1 Materials 
One of the things required before starting the ultrasound experiments is to have the necessary materials. The goal is to quantify and study the effect of applying ultrasound on SH surfaces. Therefore, different samples that utilizes SH properties were prepared.  
SH samples are mainly influenced by surface chemistry properties and physical roughness [46, 47].  Cassie-Baxter wetting state is achieved by the roughed surface that traps air within nano- and micro-structures, allowing water droplets to rest on the surface. To prepare SH surfaces, chemical processes are followed in modifying the surface to reduce the surface energy while fabricating microstructures for added roughness.  
There are various techniques implemented for preparing rough surfaces with microstruc-tures, including lithography, chemical etching, anodic oxidation, electrochemical deposition, one-step solution immersion, chemical vapour deposition, oxidation-dehydration. It has been shown that superhydrophobicity can be improved by making micro- and nanostructures with adequate roughness leading to an excellent water-repellent property. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the double-scale structure cannot guarantee a prominent superhydropho-bic performance. Even though, it can provide mechanical durability. However, obtaining extremely high superhydrophobicity, it is not enough only to have micro- and nanostructured surface. Thus, in most studies, the surface energy of rough surfaces has been chemically modified using compounds such as (fluoro)alkylsilane, (fluoro)akylthiols and fatty acids ma-terial fabrication [2, 19, 48, 49]. 
3.1.1 Fabrication of Superhydrophobic Samples 
Different samples were prepared by using different materials namely Copper, Aluminum, Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and Wafer. 
3.1.1.1 Superhydrophobic Copper Substrates 

As a kind of relevant engineering material and due to highly controllable morphologies and excellent mechanical properties, copper is generally used in many industrial fields. Hitherto, several approaches have been implemented to prepare superhydrophobic sur-face on top of copper substrate such as solution immersion and sol-gel deposition meth-ods. Though, the fabrication process was not an easy feat and required intensive manu-facturing processes, expensive materials and harmful chemicals [50]. 
To prepare the copper samples, a copper sheet with 99.8% purity was cut into 2 by 6 cm plates that had a 1 mm thickness. The steps followed in coating the cupper sample using chemical processes (Copper HDFT) are summarized as follow: 

1. Mechanically clean by sand paper (P1000 silicon carbide) in one directional mo-tion, producing fine abrasive. 2. Rinse with acetone. 
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3. Sonicate in acetone bottle using ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes for degreasing.  4. Rinse with running water and dry by N2.  5. Immerse in silver nitrate (AgNO3) for 60 seconds.  6. Immerse in Mili-Q water for couple of minutes.  7. Rinse with running water and dry by Nitrogen gas (N2).  8. Immerse in HDFT (1H, 1H, 2H, 2H -Perfluorodecanthiol 97\%) for 30 minutes.  9. Immerse in DCM1 and DCM2 for 10 seconds (Dichloromethane CH2Cl2).  10. Rinse for a short moment with running water. 
• Preparing AgNO3 solution: 

o 100 mL bottle with millipore water mixed with 0.17g of AgNO3 (0.01 M aqueous solution where M(AgNO_3) = 169.87g/mol. 
• Preparing HDFT solution: 

o Mixing 100 mL of DCM with 0.03mL of HDFT. Leave it overnight 
Copper samples were also prepared using commercial coating called Hydrobead Stand-ard. The coating has excellent durability and stability with random microstructures forming on the surface. Same procedure was repeated as previously by polishing, de-greasing with acetone and sonicating in pure acetone solution for 5 minutes for further degreasing. Then the samples were rinsed with water and dried completely. Afterwards, the surface of samples was sprayed with Hydrobead as a coating material with a slow sweeping motion from 25cm distance as mentioned in the product directions. The coat-ing appears to be translucent in color. 

3.1.1.2 Aluminum Samples 
To prepare the aluminum samples, an aluminum sheet with 99.8% purity was cut into 3 by 2.5 cm plates (1 mm thick). Then following the same procedure as the copper sample coated with hydrobead, the process took into place and the sample was prepared.  

3.1.1.3 PDMS Superhydrophobic Samples 
PDMS superhydrophobic sample was fabricated by replicating black silicon nanostruc-tures according to literature [51]. PDMS mixture was prepared using Silicon elastomer and Sygard 84 with a base-to-curing ratio of 10:1 (30:3 ml volume ratio). The mixture was added inside a centrifugal container, stirred using a glass rod and placed inside a centrifuge machine at 1300 rpm speed for 2 minutes. This process removed the air inside the mixture. The mixture is then poured slowly on top of the that had a black silicon (fabricated using cryogenic deep reactive ion etching on wafer) inside a petri dish (washed using deconex 11 universal and sonicated in Mili-Q water for 15 minutes). Afterwards, the petri dish was placed in a vacuum chamber to remove all bubbles for a duration of 3 minutes. Then it was removed and placed in an oven at 200°C for 20 minutes. The PDMS was peeled off from the silicon wafer and treated with a commer-
cial coating (Glaco Mirror Coat “Zero”, Soft 99, Japan)  

3.1.1.4 Silicon Wafer Samples With SU-8 Pillars 
Wafer samples were prepared in Micronova Nanofabrication Center. Optical lithogra-phy with a negative resist was used to prepare SU-8 micropillars. The samples were coated with fluoropolymer (30-40 nm) for 5 minutes. The superhydrophobic surfaces 
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were made in certain pattern and different pillar heights. A wafer with SU-8 pillars was used in this study. 
 

3.1.2 Material Characteristics 
Commonly used methods for characterization of superhydrophobic surfaces are optical ten-siometry for measuring contact angles [52], scanning electron microscope (SEM) [49], non-destructive atomic force microscope (AFM) [53] and free decay oscillation [49, 54]. In this section, samples were characterized using the contact angle measurement technique before the experiment as well as SEM imaging after the experiment. 
3.1.2.1 Contact angle measurements 

To measure the contact angle, two set of equipment were used, namely Attension Theta optical tensiometer and an automated dispensing system (pump). Following a sessile drop method, a 0.2 µl droplet was placed on the surface. Then, the advancing contact angle as well as the receding contact angle were measured by increasing the volume of droplet to and decreasing from 40 µl at 0.10 µl/s as shown in Figure 5 [55]. 
Contact angle hysteresis (CAH). Unlike the case where contact angle is observed by 
Young’s equation that considers a smooth and homogenous surface, samples usually have different components in the surface that influence the contact lines due to different surface energies. Furthermore, the surfaces are not completely smooth due to chemical and physical irregularities which leads to different contact angle. Hence, the usage of advancing and receding contact angles is necessary [56].  
When the droplet (placed on the horizontal surface) volume increases by depositing drops slowly until the contact line moves, we get the advancing contact angle, 𝜃𝑎𝑑𝑣 . On the other hand, by removing a small amount of liquid from the drop until there is a visible change contact area, the angle will correspond to the receding contact angle, 
𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑐. Therefore, apparent advancing contact angle is greater than the equilibrium con-tact angle (𝜃𝑎𝑑𝑣 >  𝜃𝑌) while apparent receding contact angle is smaller than the equi-librium contact angle (𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑐 < 𝜃𝑌). Both are threshold values of the change in the contact line and the difference between 𝜃𝑎𝑑𝑣  and 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑐 is referred to as contact angle hysteresis (CAH) [57, 58]. 
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  (a) (b) 
Figure 5. Advancing   angle   when   the   drop   volume   is   increasing,  and   (b)   receding   angle when   the   drop   volume   is   decreasing 

Copper HDFT (3°) Copper Hydrobead (3°) Aluminium Hydrobead (4°) 

   
PDMS (2°) Wafer 1 Circules (3°) Wafer 1 Squares (4°) 

   
Figure 6. Contact Angle Measurement. The name of the samples is followed by hysteresis angle. The advancing contact angle is written on top right of the image. 
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3.1.2.2 Imaging by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
The surface roughness of the synthesised copper substrates was investigated by SEM imaging with a Zeiss Sigma VP.  Samples were prepared for imaging by sputtering with a thin gold layer (4 nm) as shown in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7. Sputtering parameters set in Leica EM ACE600 

It can be observed that roughness on microscale was gradually formed by increasing polishing grade (from P2000 to P500). According to the SEM images, it can be con-cluded that the microscale roughness is mostly due to polishing while nanoscale rough-ness was obtained during the etching in aqueous AgNO3 solution. Another interesting founding is that by increasing microscale roughness, the nanoscale roughness is more uniform.   
(a) Aluminum coated with Hydrobead 
The coated surface shows a coverage of nanoparticles that formed small clusters with ridges and valleys, thus forming a composite interface between asperities. Some of the features that can be observed from the SEM images is the hierarchical surface with some micron sized structures. This allows the surface to form air pockets trapped in between the roughed surface while being submerged in water. Furthermore, it decreases the solid-liquid interface which promotes an increase in solid angle. Since Hydrobead was applied on the surface with the mean of spraying, nanoparticle distribution along the surface was uneven and caused cracking. Despite this, cleaning the sample with acetone eliminated any contamination or craters that may increase the surface cracks. 
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Figure 8. SEM images of hydrobead coated Aluminum sample at different length scales. 

(b) Copper plate coated with Hydrobead 
The SEM images taken on a Copper surface show identical features as with Aluminum since both were coated with Hydrobead. Similar nanoparticle shape was distributed along the roughened surface with the existence of crack lines on the coating.  

 
Figure 9. SEM images of hydrobead coated Copper sample at different length scales. 

(c) Copper plate coated using HDFT 
The chemical process exhibits the creation of crystals as a mean to add roughness to the surface. The deposition of silver nitrate solution formed a rough microstructure on the 
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surface by chelation and reduction of Ag ions. Perfluorinated decanthiol formed a mul-tilayer micro-nano structure where the superhydrophobic segment bonded with silver nitrate causing a stratified structure.  

 
Figure 10. SEM images of Copper surface modified with HDFT at different length scales 

(d) PDMS sample coated with Hydrobead 
The PDMS sample has a different surface morphology than aluminum or copper sam-ple. The Hydrobead coating is shown as a microporous structure with papillae, creating a fugus like micro roughness. The surface is covered with Hydrobead substrates. The holes represent the cavities that were created using silicon replica. The allows air to be trapped between valleys and avoid reaching Wenzel state. 
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Figure 11. SEM images of hydrobead coated PDMS at different length scales 

(e) Wafer 1 sample with circular etched pillars 
In this type of sample, circularly textured pillars were fabricated by baking using ultra-violet exposure with a squared mask aligner of 20µm inter-pillar distances. This sample consisting of 12-18µm height, 10µm radius spherical pillar. There are submicron parti-cles all around the pillar preventing the surface from wetting. There are some random black silicon at the bottom since the wafer is new whereas the pillars top and sidewalls are normal. Eventhough, the black silicon at the bottom will not come in contact with water in its superhydrophobic state. 

 
Figure 12. SEM images of Wafer 1 sample with circular pillars coated with fluoropolymer at dif-ferent length scales 
(f) Wafer 1 sample with square etched pillars 
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Pillars were textured in square arrangement, fabricated in the same process as before with a squared mask aligner instead. This sample consisting of 12-18µm height, 10µm width square pillar. There are sub-microns to nano particles all around the pillar pre-venting the surface from wetting by trapping air inside the cavities. There are nanopar-ticles all around pillar which promotes the superhydrophobic feature. There are some noticeable defects from the etching process that can be noticed in some locations in Figure 13.a. 

 
Figure 13. SEM images of Wafer 1 sample with squared pillars coated with fluoropolymer at dif-ferent length scales 
(g) Wafer 2 sample with square etched pillars 
Pillars are textured same as the one listed previously with the difference of using a dif-ferent wafer type. The solid fraction for this case is 0.227 and has more homogenous surface roughness with nanostructured roughness around the pillars.  
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Figure 14. SEM images of Wafer 2 sample with squared pillars coated with fluoropolymer at dif-ferent length scales 

 
3.2 Equipment 
There are a range of equipment that have been used during the experiments. In this subsec-tion, each equipment is briefly described. More details about the input parameters and setups will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
1. Pcc Phantom v1612 camera: 
Phantom v1612 is a high-speed camera that was used in many experiments. It was built by 
“Vision Research” company. It has a very sensitive sensor that can record up to 1 million frames per second (FPS).  The resolution ranges from 128x16 all the way to 1280x800 which enables a maximum FPS of 1,000,000 at reduced resolution and 16,600 FPS at full mega-pixel resolution. 
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Figure 15. The Phantom v1612 high speed camera1 

2. Transducer (3 MHz, 1 MHz and 500 kHz) 3. Ultrasonically actuated needle set This piece of equipment was made using a handpiece, waveguide and a needle.  It is connected to a high voltage (HV) out on a box which connects the 50Ω to V_out of the power measurement box (used for calibration and finding the value of the applied power as well). This connection will be discussed in the respective experiment in Chapter 4. 

 
Figure 16. Ultrasonically actuated needle attached to a handpiece and passed through a waveguide. 

 
4. Needle hydrophone system: 
The hydrophone system was manufactured by “Precision Acoustics” company that is based in England. The system was used to measure the pressure in ultrasound field during through-transmission experiment which will be discussed in Chapter 4. It consists of a DC coupler, preamplifier and a needle hydrophone as shown in Fig. X.2 It is designed to operate in water and measures high frequency ultrasound pressure waveforms and its distribution within the ultrasound beam area. The needle hydrophone has a small piezoelectric component (0.2 mm 

 
1 https://www.phantomhighspeed.com/products/cameras/ultrahighspeed/v1612 2 https://www.acoustics.co.uk/product-category/pressure-measurement/needle-hydrophones/ 
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diameter). Detection happens when a piezoelectric component at the tip of the needle con-verts the mechanical signal from acoustic pressure oscillation to an electric signal.  
(a) (b) (c) 

 
 

 

Figure 17. Needle hydrophone system. (a) DC coupler. (b) Preamplifier. (c) needle hydrophone 
5. AG series amplifier (AG 1012) 
This product was manufactured by “T&C Power Conversion” company and is a common device used in ultrasound laboratories. It features an operating frequencies of 10 kHz to 10 MHz and can amplify up to 1000 W. It is used as a power supply for other external devices. In the experiments performed, it played a rule in powering the transducer and needle-like sound source. 

 
Figure 18. AG 1012 Power Amplifier 3 

6. Keysight 33500B wave generator 7. Digital storage oscilloscope DSOX3014T 8. Digilent Analog Discovery 2 bundle This bundle is basically a toolbox that contains all the circuit design engineers need when they want to create a circuit. It is powered by a USB and can be controlled from the 
“Digilent WaveForms Application Workspace” using own computer. It contains two-channel oscilloscope and two-channel waveform generator. It was used during experi-ments to apply ultrasound waves at different pressure amplitudes. The usage of this de-vice will be specifically mentioned along with the experimental setup for some particular experiments in Chapter 4. 

 
3 http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/0e7f35_0cc760a57e7c4329a17a43dcec601b20.pdf 
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Figure 19. Analog Discovery 2 bundle from Digilent 4 

 9. Vacuum chamber 20L VC3028AG + Pump 170L/min VP2RS-3 A vacuum set with a sealed tank using in degassing process by creating a low pressure by suction. It is operated by placing a container with water inside the chamber and clos-ing the lid properly. The vacuum pump can be turned on after closing the intake air valve and opening the exhaust air valve. The chamber will achieve vacuum rapidly as it can be observed from the vacuum gauge. After operating the pump for 10 minutes, the exhaust valve should be closed and then the vacuum pump should be turned off. It is adequate to wait for at least 30 minutes before opening the intake air valve slowly.  This will help the water degassing process to remove most of the micro bubbles that exist in water. 

 Figure 20. Vacuum set used for degassing process 5 
 

 
4 https://www.robotgear.com.au/Product.aspx/Details/5161-Digilent-BNC-Adapter-Board 5 http://vacuumchambers.eu/en_US/p/Set-for-wood-stabilizing-chamber-20.0l-VC3028AG-pump-170lmin-VP2RS-3/64 
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3.3 Experiments 
In order to understand the physical phenomena of applying ultrasound and thereby investi-gating different interfacial behaviours on SH samples, different experiments were devised and performed. All experiments were conducted by immersing the sample and the ultrasound source in a tank of water. The acoustic impedance of water allows better attenuation of sound and hence acting as a good couplant between the sound source and sample. 
3.3.1 Durability of Superhydrophobic Samples Submerged Underwater 
It is important to assess the samples under experimental condition before starting the exper-iments. The assessment considers not only the measured contact angle, but rather investi-gates the behaviour of superhydrophobic surface underwater with accordance to the area fraction of the solid that is wet at Young’s contact angle at equilibrium. Therefore, this quick test was performed to study the longevity of superhydrophobic samples over the transition to Wenzel state.  
All samples were checked before submersion by placing water droplets on the surface to see whether the droplets slide on the surface or stay afloat in a spherical shape (high contact angle) as shown in Figure 21. If water wets the surface at any point, the sample will be considered hydrophilic. The samples that exhibit superhydrophobicity (not wetting the sur-face and contact angle above 150°) will be immersed in water from the smaller cross section on the side until the sample is fully underwater. Several testing will be carried out in this stage. The depth at which the sample will be submerged will be incrementally increased with respect to the sample size. Furthermore, for the sample that has a length of 3cm, in the first iteration, the sample will be fully immersed and visually checked before taking it outside water for a second check. Afterwards, the sample will be immersed twice the sample length before taking it outside water. The proceeding iterations will follow the same concept (third iteration is 3x3cm=9cm depth and so on). The first check inside water refers to the idea of seeing the effect of entrapped air on the surface as the surface will be seen silver due to light reflection from the air layer (plastron). The distance of immersion takes into account the hydrostatic pressure effect on the entrapped cavities over the sample length which will affect the surface wettability [59]. This is done in accordance to the idea that the samples will be positioned at certain depths inside water and at relative distances away from the sound source. It is worth mentioning that pressure difference along the length of the sample (be-tween the top and the bottom) is independent of depth and therefore stays constant. 

 Figure 21. Droplets of Water on superhydrophobic samples and their apparent contact angle. a) The sample is superhydrophobic as the droplet shape is more spherical, b) The sample is not superhydrophobic as the contact angle is low and the surface was wetted. 
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The longevity of plastron layer on the surface while the sample is immersed in water was a point of interest. The reason behind that is that the sample will stay underwater for long time (more than 1 hour) in some experiments where parameters such as positioning, and calibra-tion affect the experimentation duration. Therefore, the samples that did not transition to Wenzel state after the previous testing were immersed in water for longer period while reg-ularly checking the apparent plastron layer reflection on the surface. 
3.3.2 The effect of ultrasonic waves on superhydrophobic surface 
The effect of ultrasound on superhydrophobic surfaces was investigated using highspeed imaging technique. Since the behavior of applying acoustic waves on the samples solid in-terface in water medium was not known in this stage, experiment was carried out using two different ultrasound (Ultrasonically actuated needle (USAN) and 1 MHz Transducer) to cap-ture the phenomena occurring on the surface. 
3.3.2.1 Using ultrasonically actuated needle (USAN) 
USAN is a device set made in Medical Ultrasonics Laboratory (MEDUSA) at Aalto Univer-sity. It consists of a hypodermic needle (80 mm long and 0.8 mm thick), attached to a hand-piece and a waveguide coupled to the needle. When excited, the needle will start to oscillate in a longitudinal vibration mode. In this experiment, the USAN is connected to a 30 kHz impedance matching transformer with a characteristic output impedance of 50 Ω as shown in Figure 22. It is then connected to Vout of power measurement box which consist of 1 𝑚Ω transistor and two other slots namely Imean and Vin/Vmeas, connected to an Analog Dis-covery 2 Digilent Channel 2 and Channel 1 respectively. The AG 1012 amplifier acts as a power supply for the USAN device and it is connected to both power measurement box and Digilent (RF out to Vin/Vmeas using T-junction and External RF In to Wave Generator W2). Wave Generator W1 is connected to high speed camera to utilize the triggering option. The Digilent device itself is connected to laptop via USB for signal control, resonance frequency finding and measuring the electric power applied. 

 
Figure 22. Ultrasonically actuated needle setup 
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In this experiment, the sample was placed in a water tank made of plexiglass (20 × 13 × 13 cm) by swiftly immersing the sample (Copper plate coated with Hydrobead Standard) from the smallest cross-section throughout the length of the sample using a mov-able stand. This process created a uniform plastron layer on the surface. The USAN is then immersed in front of superhydrophobic surface in proximity where it was possible to image at highest magnification (5X) using the high-speed camera. The configuration was shown in a simple schematic in Figure 23. 

 
Figure 23. Schematics showing the experimental arrangement used with ultrasonic actuated needle and superhydrophobic sample. 

The needle is placed on a movable stand where it can translate in 4 directions (up, down, left and right). The vertical movement is to place the needle in the field of view. The horizontal movement is meant for placing the needle in the focus spot to get sharp image. The sample is placed in an angle therefore the dashed area in Figure 24 shows the superhydrophobic surface. The focus on the surface is somewhere around the left dashed line close to the indi-cated water surface. 

 
Figure 24. Ultrasonically actuated needle and superhydrophobic sample underwater: a) The position-ing of the sample and superhydrophobic sample, b) Labels showing different areas such as the acoustic wave, the surface, ultrasound source and the medium.  
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The full internal fixed gain coming from the amplifier was 9% throughout the experiment. 
The method used in this experiment was to apply different ultrasound pressure amplitudes using single burst on the superhydrophobic surface to see the effect on the plastron. Wave-Forms software was utilized by setting parameters to apply a single burst. The type of carrier signal applied is sinusoidal with frequency around 32 kHz. The amplitude of the signal was then changed in line with variation of the sound using Amplitude Modulation (AM). In other words, sound waves will be superimposed in the frequency signal as the value will change according to the instantaneous value of intensity of modulation where pulse signal with 55 Hz was applied at 100% of the amplitude signal. The experiment will be carried fourteen different times at ultrasound power ranging from low, medium all the way to relatively high. Therefore, the amplitude of the carrier signal will be modified in the wave generator as fol-low: 
Amplitude/Index = [50, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 325, 375, 400] 
Different amplitude will lead to different power and thereby a resonance frequency. Hence, it is necessary to run the optimum frequency script every time the sinusoidal carrier signal amplitude changed. The script is written in WaveForms finds the optimum frequency be-tween 30.5 kHz and 33.5 kHz in respect to the input amplitude. Since the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was chosen to be 55 Hz, the runtime is set to be 1/55 or also known as period (T=1/PRF). This resulted in a single burst with a period of 0.0182 seconds.  
Other settings related to the high-speed camera are as follow: 
 
Table 1. High-speed camera settings corresponding to ultrasonic actuated needle and superhydrophobic sample experiment 
Parameters Values 
Magnification 5X 
Resolution 384 x 320 
Sample rate 90,000 fps 
Exposure time 10 µs 
Aperture 4.8 

The exposure time does not fully represent the optimum optical reproduction in this case, but rather a value set to get clear video and less fuzziness. It is also a parameter related to the aperture. The smaller aperture was meant to increase the distance from the plane of focus at which the needle and the phenomena related to interaction of ultrasound with superhydro-phobic surface still appear in focus. A 40.84 V LED with 0.03 A was used to illuminate the focus plane at which the image will be taken.  
During the experiment and while recording videos for specific acoustic pressure amplitudes, the surface is being observed in terms of wettability and plastron recovery. The latter part is 
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done by pressing air out of a narrow pipette on the superhydrophobic surface after the end of video recording and before the next sonication process. 
To validate the results, multiple samples were fabricated and used in this experiment. The presented data was from Copper plate coated with Hydrobead Standard. The testing was repeated using another Copper sample of the same type as well as different samples namely Copper HDFT, Aluminum Hydrobead and PDMS. 
3.3.2.2 Using 1 MHz Transducer: 
The effect of applying different ultrasound pressure amplitudes on superhydrophobic sur-faces was investigated by capturing the response from high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) insonation. The experimental setup (Figure 25) is based on the idea of recording high-speed footage aligned at a sideway angle from the surface to see the nucleation phe-nomena at different pressure amplitudes. 

 
Figure 25. Experimental setup used to capture highspeed footage from superhydrophobic surface while using 1 MHz Transducer 
The step followed in this experiment were as follow: 

1. Measuring the O2 content in the water tank using “Oxygen Meter” for 2 minutes. The purpose is to insure identical experimental parameters throughout and the quantity of oxygen in the degassed water in an open tank. 2. Measure the temperature of water using “FLUKE t3000 fc k-type thermometer. 3. Take an image from the surface before applying the ultrasound. 4. Apply a burst according to parameters that will be listed in proceeding tables. 5. Take an image after the 4th step was complete. 6. Repeat the experiment with different pressure amplitude after positioning the sample in a new position at 3mm min distance from the initial position while aligning it to the camera field of view. 
In this experiment, the transducer is connected to a 1 MHz impedance matching transformer with a characteristic output impedance to match the waveform of applied voltage by Wave 
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Generator. The AG 1012 amplifier acts as a power supply for the transducer and it is con-nected to both the impedance matching box and Wave Generator. In other words, the match-ing box is connected directly to the RF out of amplifier and the External RF in connected to the wave generator. The wave generator is then synced with the high-speed camera to utilize the triggering option. This allowed manual triggering and simultaneous recording to analyse the data based on real time from the initialized signal. 
The sample was slowly immersed in the water tank (Aluminum plate coated with hydrobead) from the smallest cross-section throughout the length of the sample using a movable stand. This process created a uniform plastron layer on the surface (Figure 26).  

 
Figure 26. Immersion of superhydrophobic copper sample in 1 MHz transducer experiment 

The HIFU transducer is then placed at 6.87 cm horizontal distance from the edges as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Transducer, sample and camera position with respect to each other 

Since the previous experiment showed the occurrence of cavitation events on the surface, and that the time scale for such event is dictated by the period of driving acoustic field (which is very short), it is necessary to use high imaging technique to capture the dynamic event and the phenomena on the surface. Hence, a high-speed camera was positioned to image the cavitation events and the resulting bubble formation. 
The amplifier gain was 5% throughout the experiment. In order to see the effect of applying ultrasound on the superhydrophobic surface, some parameters were chosen and used in Wave Generator device. Burst mode was selected and 1 burst with 50 cycles was configured. The frequency was set at 990 kHz. The amplitude was set at 20 mVpp initially and the signal was triggered to start recording high speed footage and apply the burst simultaneously. The amplitude was increased stepwise from 20 to 280 and then back to 20 mVpp to validate the result. 
Amplitude/Index = [20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200, 240, 260, 280] 
 
 
 
Other settings related to the high-speed camera are as follow: 
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Table 2. High-speed camera settings corresponding to 1 MHz transducer and superhydrophobic sample experiment 
Parameters Values 
Magnification 4X 
Resolution 128 x 352 
Sample rate 120,000 fps 
Exposure time 7.7 µs 
Aperture 4.8 

While recording images for a typical response depending on a specific acoustic pressure amplitude, the surface is being observed in terms of wettability and plastron recovery. The experiment was repeated by Wafer samples to see the cavitation effect on a more uniform plastron layer.  
The experimental results and discussion will be presented in the following chapter.   
3.3.3 The effect of air bubble placement between an ultrasound source and su-perhydrophobic solid surface 
Superhydrophobic samples tend to attract air bubbles while immersed on water. This fact ignited the curiosity of investigating the effect of applying pressure waves while there is an air bubble placed on the plastron layer of superhydrophobic surface. 
In this experiment, both USAN and the superhydrophobic sample (Copper Coated with HDFT) were immersed in water using similar configuration as the one in section 3.3.2.1 with the addition of having an air bubble between the sample and USAN.  
An air bubble was placed using a pipette to form a hemispherical shape on the surface as shown in Figure 28. Since the air density is less than water, one would expect the bubble to raise up due to buoyancy effect. However, the superhydrophobic property allowed the air bubble stay in place for the time of the experiment. By focusing the camera field of view with the air bubble and the USAN, a high-speed footage was taken after applying 14.2W of acoustic power (9% Gain) at 31,880 Hz frequency. A continuous wave was used to see the effect of applying ultrasound at longer duration. 
The sample has a tilt angle of 1º±0.17º with respect to the field of view and, therefore, the surface which has a plastron layer can be visualized as indicated Figure 28. The bubble was placed halfway along the width. 
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Figure 28. hemispherical air bubble on superhydrophobic surface while applying ultrasound 

Other settings related to the high-speed camera are as follow: 
Table 3. High-speed camera settings corresponding to the air bubble placement between ultrasonic ac-tuated needle and superhydrophobic sample experiment 
Parameters Values 
Magnification 5X 
Resolution 384 x 288 
Sample rate 100,000 fps 
Exposure time 9.4 µs 
Aperture 6.7 

 
3.3.4 Through-Transmission measurements: PDMS Sample 
Ultrasound interaction was tested in a horizontal setup arrangement as shown in Figure 29. The sample used was PDMS 10:1 (10 and 1 correspond to silicon elastomer base and sylgard 184 curing agent respectively) with bSi-1 Replica, placed on a 3D printed sample clamp at 
the 1 MHz transducer’s focal distance.  
The focal distance was obtained by finding the highest amplitude signal from hydrophone in the oscilloscope. The hydrophone was placed in-line with the PDMS sample. The oscillo-
scope “AC out” was connected to the “signal output” in the DC Coupler (supplying 28V DC 
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that is taken from the hydrophone calibration certificate), which in turn is connected to the needle pre amplifier. The hydrophone is soaked in water for 1 hour prior to experiment. The 
transducer is connected to a maching transformer and then to “RF out” of the AG 1012 amplifier (1kW). After using a T-junction to connecte “External RF In” to “Channel 1” of 

the wave generator using and oscilloscope, the “sync” of the wave generator is also con-nected to channel 3 of the oscilloscope. This can be summarized in Figure 30. 

 
Figure 29. Horizontal setup of transducer, superhydrophobic sample and hydrophone for through-transmission measurement 

 

 
Figure 30. Schematic showing the needle hydrophone and transducer setup 
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The amplifier is set to work with 10% S_FP, EXT source and MGC mode. The wave gener-ator is using 1 MHz frequency, 140mVpp amplitude, 50 cycles and 10ms burst period. After turning out the output, different arrangements were tested for control sample and superhy-drophobic sample while facing the hydrophone and facing the transducer. The result will be discussed in later chapter. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
This section will follow the same chronological sequence of experiments performed as the one discussed in Section 3.3 and its subsections. The focus will be to briefly state the purpose of the experiments, stating the results obtained, personal interpretation, detailed explanation of the results and claims based on theories. 
 
4.1 Durability of Superhydrophobic Samples Submerged Underwater 
The purpose of this experiment was to quantify the durability of the samples that are prepared for the devised ultrasound experiments. The first test included placing a droplet of water on the surface in different places.  Figure 31 shows an example of placing droplets on the sur-face as well as the shape of the droplet. As can be observed, the droplets on some samples preserved a spherical shape while maintaining high contact angle. Whereas, other samples tend to attract water more and thereby affecting the water droplets, assimilating a half spher-ical shape with low contact angle. Furthermore, surfaces with lower contact angle wetted the surface. 

 
Figure 31. Contact angle visualization on samples by placing water droplets on the surface. 

In the next test where samples were immersed in water, a plastron layer covered the surface. Figure 32 shows an example of sample immersion in water and plastron layer creation. The sample used was Copper plate coated with Hydrobead Standard. The superhydrophobic sur-face underwater has silver reflection due the coverage of air on the surface (plastron). 
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Figure 32: A superhydrophobic Copper Sample coated with Hydrobead Standard immersed in water: The brown area shows the copper surface before immersion and the silver area is the apparent reflected color while underwater. 
As was mentioned in Section 3.3.1, the samples were immersed in a water tank and the effect of the hydrostatic pressure was experimented by changing the depth. The first observation was indeed a layer of silver sheen covering the surface inclusive to superhydrophobic coated surfaces regardless of colour or type. This is caused by a total reflectance of light at the platron layer. The air trapped experiences a limited lifetime in water as it tends to dissolve into the surrounding water. The depth of immersion was controlled based on the tank size dimension (height of the tank). With proper observation, it was shown that higher depth did not dissolve the plastron quicker but rather forcing the sample underwater and breaking through water surface tension had more effect. The horizontal component of the surface ten-sional force caused a strong repulsive lateral force that peeled off the superhydrophobic layer from the surface. The most durable samples were the ones coated with Hydrobead Standard and the entrapped air film did not dissolve for many hours. Apparently the nonuniformity of the coating product helped in maintaining a better superhydrophobic properties as random roughness enhanced the resistance of hydrostatic pressure, plastron dissolving and sustaining the surface tension while being immersed. The fact remains the the liquid meniscus created a concave curvature on the microstructure surface that gave rise to capillary pressure and, hence, preventing imbibition. Generally, the capillary pressure can be expressed as follow: 
 

𝑃𝐿 = 2𝛾𝐿𝑉 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃0 × 𝐶𝑚 (16) 
Where the surface tension is expressed as 𝛾𝐿𝑉 , the solid-liquid-vapor intrinsic contact angle as 𝜃0 and the mean curvature of liquid-vapor interface by 𝐶𝑚: 
 𝐶𝑚 = 0.5 × (

1

𝑅1
+

1

𝑅2
) (17) 

Where 𝑅1and 𝑅2 are two mutually orthogonal radii of curvatures [48]. In other words, the transition to wetting state can be delayed. 
It was observed that pillared samples (Wafer samples) with defined height and surface area created an adequate water repellence property. However, when they were immersed in water, they performed poorly. The reason could be that the water became convex and it instantane-ously displaced the trapped air on the pillars while being imbibed, as if there were no kinetic 
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barriers preventing the surface from changing to Wenzel state. It also seems that the pillar with heights around 6.5 microns arranged in square lattice (distance of 20𝜇𝑚 between to adjacent pillar) became wetted directly since the bottom of the concave curvature fully filled the spaces between the pillars. Whereas, the Wafer samples with 12 to 18𝜇𝑚 height did not get directly after immersion. In that case, the entrapped air cavities dissolved in water. 
4.2 The effect of ultrasonic waves on superhydrophobic surface 
In this experiment, a high-speed camera was used to take footage of the superhydrophobic surface subjected to two different ultrasound sources. The aim was to investigate the phe-nomena appearing related to plastron according to the experimental setup that was discussed in section 3.3.2. 
4.2.1 Using ultrasonically actuated needle: 
The experiment was performed using different carrier signal amplitude in WaveForms soft-ware which resulted in different ultrasound pressures and resonance frequencies. A summary of the recorded data is shown in Table 4. 
Table 4. Different ultrasound pressure amplitude, power and resonance frequency as obtained in Wave-Forms 

Trial # Amplitude/Index [mV] Power [W] Resonance Frequency [Hz] 
1 50 0.2 33115 
2 100 0.7 32923 
3 125 1.1 32826 
4 150 1.6 32739 
5 175 2.3 32686 
6 200 3 32616 
7 225 4 32599 
8 250 5.1 32546 
9 275 6.4 32520 
10 300 8 32485 
11 325 9.9 32468 
12 350 11.8 32433 
13 375 14 32441 
14 400 16.7 32380 

It was observed that by increasing the ultrasound pressure amplitude and thereby attaining higher pressure waves, the surface starts to accumulate air bubbles on the plastron layer covering the solid surface. The gas bubbles are caused by acoustic cavitation and the phe-nomena varies at different power levels. Therefore, the obtained results were divided to low, medium and high relative power.  
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Table 5. Plastron coating under low ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 
Low Power Power [W] Before sonication After sonication 

0.2 

  

0.7 

  

1.1 

  

1.6 

  
As shown in Table 5, with a small acoustic power of 0.2 W, there was no noticeable response on the surface. It was the same when the pressure amplitude increased to 75 which resulted in 0.4 W of power. It also indicates that the driving signal is forming a sinusoidal traveling wave that the surface experiences no net force over a single acoustic cycle. However, at 0.7 W, the plastron layer starts forming a film of bubbles on the surface that cover a length of 1.7 mm. The bubbles on the film translate and start combining and thereby forming a two distinctive area of larger bubbles. Both larger bubbles are extended at about 0.48mm length and 0.08mm thickness on the surface. The distinction is clearer at 1.1 W power. As shown 
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in Figure 33, the bubbles start forming a thin air layer. The air layer starts increasing in volume and the small microbubbles on the surface starts to combine and form larger bubble. The positioning of the bubbles changes overtime until they start forming at pressure nodes (points with minimum wave amplitude) and antinodes (points of largest pressure amplitude). At 25.42 sec, it is clear that smaller and larger bubbles are forming at certain distances with respect to each other. Measuring the distances from center of the bubbles showed that the nodes (larger bubble) are located at 1.07mm from each other and exactly halfway between the nodes, an antinode was formed (smaller bubble).  

 
Figure 33. Plastron layer and bubble formation over different frames at 1.1W power using a single burst 

There is a force acting on the bubble due to oscillating wave pressure known as Bjerknes force[60]. The force 𝐹𝑏 correlates the volume of the bubbles (𝑉𝑏) and the acoustic pressure gradient Δ𝑃 on them which is described as follow: 
 𝐹𝐵 = −𝑉𝑏Δ𝑃 (18) 

One can depict from the above equation that the volume of bubbles can be affected by the oscillation in pressure field. 
The behavior can be described using Rayleigh-Plesset equation which relates the bubble pulsation to approximate the bubble size at resonance frequency. The resonance radius, 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠,  can be approximated by assuming isothermal oscillation and water in ambient condition as follow[61]: 
 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑓 = 3 𝑚/𝑠  (19) 

 where 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠 is the radius is the bubble when resonating at the angular frequency of the driv-ing signal and 𝑓 is the driving frequency.  
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𝐹𝐵 dominates behavior of bubbles and allows small bubbles mitigate to antinodes and grow until they are larger than the 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠. Then they move back to nodes and starts dissolving as they experience a lower acoustic pressure oscillation.  
Table 6. Plastron coating under medium ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 

Medium Power Power [W] Before sonication After sonication 

2.3 

  

3 

  

4 

  

5.1 
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6.4 

  
According to the images shown in Table 6, the superhydrophobic surface starts forming larger bubbles at medium power levels.  
When the pressure amplitude reached 2.3W and higher, at some points, the bubbles radius tends to be out of phase with the driving acoustic pressure which leads to expansion in bubble size during the depression phase. This behavior indicates that the angular frequency of the driving signal (𝜔) is less than the free angular frequency of the bubble (𝜔0)[62]. Conversely, when 𝜔0 is less than 𝜔, the bubble starts to expand with respect to increase in external pres-sure because at higher frequencies, the liquid inertia is predominant.  
At 3W, the plastron starts forming larger cavitation bubble by rectified diffusion while un-dergoing expansion (lower pressure within the bubble) and compression (higher pressure). This phenomenon occurs due to pressure difference between the interior boundary and the exterior of the bubble as well as the surface area difference between the boundary layer thickness during expansion and compression. The same effect occurs throughout the remain-ing power level.  
At 4W onward, cavitation bubble start to abruptly detach from the surface in forms of pinch-off. The bubble interface changes from hemisoherical shape to a bell shape at some points. Bubbles with size around 40 𝜇𝑚 starts detaching and shifting away from the surface, while bubbles that are 140 𝜇𝑚 large start to repeatedly detach from and bounce on the surface. Considering the case where the power level was 5.1 W, the resonance radius can be obtained as follow: 

𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑠 ≈
3 

𝑓
=

3 𝑚. 𝑠−1

32546 𝐻𝑧
= 92𝜇𝑚 

The above value is comparable to the bubble floating on the plastron at the bottom of the image. 
The bubbles also collapse and recombine continuously while smaller bubbles form a long thin film around the pressure nodes. 
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Table 7. Plastron coating under high ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 
High Power Power [W] Before sonication After sonication 

8 

  

9.9 

  

11.8 

  

14 
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16.7 

  
At higher power as indicated in Table 7, cavitation starts occurring on the ultrasonically actuated needle as it abruptly oscillates in water causes ruptures and diffusion of water bub-ble ambient sizes. This causes more waves to travel disruptively around to the surface while having higher pressure waves to disrupt the plastron on the surface. The creation of nodes on the surface in this power level transitioned the superhydrophobic surface to a wetting state. However, since the driving signal had only one burst of 300 cycles, the pressure waves did not remove the superhydrophobic coating from the surface and hence plastron recovery was possible by adding an air bubble to the surface using a pipette.  
Previous studies showed that bubble formation on the surface is affected by the geometry of the surface, the defect size such as crevices and grooves and the wetting properties [63-66]. Degassing helps in removing most of the microbubbles and gas dissolved in water. However, since the water tank is not in an enclosed space, the gas content will recover. Some of the bubbles will be trapped on the superhydrophobic roughed surface upon immersion in water and thereby forming a plastron. The creation of the vapor interface will increase the com-pressibility of water at small margin and the sound velocity will decrease effectively as it reaches the solid surface. Therefore, the bubble response to acoustic oscillation at lower power tend to be small. At higher driving pressure, the sound speed will further be affected, and the response will be more abrupt as the wave becomes dispersive and leads to a nonlinear behaviour in the cavitation bubbles on the surface. 
The experiment was repeated multiple times using different samples (Copper Hydrobead, Copper HDFT, Aluminum Hydrobead and PDMS). The cavitation phenomena behaviour was found to be reproducible in all cases except PDMS. The reason lies on the fact that PDMS sample is intrinsically hydrophobic and adding a layer of Glaco to make it superhy-drophobic. 
 
4.2.2 Using 1 MHz Transducer: 
The experiment was performed using different amplitudes in Wave Generator while the in-put signal was triggered to run simultaneously with the high-speed camera recording process. Since setting up the experiment was time consuming and required a lot of precision, one sample was only used to maintain bulk conditions and allowing comparisons between re-sults. Figure 34 shows the immersed sample in the camera’s plane of focus. The ultrasound is focused in the middle line of the figure. The red dashed line shows the sample surface and the blue dashed line is the water in the tank. The sample was placed with a very small tilt in 
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the z-axis. The noticeable dark spots on the surface (red dashed rectangle) are the result of surface roughness and irregularities. They are visible since they are aligned with the camera focus distance. 
 

 

 
Figure 34. Superhydrophobic aluminum sample positioned in high speed camera plane of focus. 
The experiment was performed by increasing the amplitude from 20 to 280 mVpp and then all the way back from 280 to 20 mVpp. The cavitation activity at the same pressure amplitude were identical. A summary of the recorded data will include meaningful data only and it will exclude all the data at power level below 120 as nothing was observed. The results are di-vided into high, medium and low according to the observations. 
The general trend was similar to the experiment performed using USAN where increasing the ultrasound pressure amplitude will lead to higher pressure wave intensity and the surface starts generating bubbles covering on the plastron layer. 
Table 8. Plastron coating under relatively high ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 

High Power 
Amplitude [mVpp] 

O2 con-tent 
[mg/L] 

Tempera-ture 
[°C] 

Before soni-cation After soni-cation 
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280 7.5 21.5 

  

260 7.7 21.6 

  

240 7.8 21.8 

  
As shown in Table 8, the irregularities in the surface acted as a nucleation zone for echogenic bubbles. At 280 mVpp, a plastron layer was removed from the surface due to continuous ruptures in the cavitation bubbles. Adding an air bubble using a pipette did not help to re-cover the lost air layer in the affected spot. Hence, it resulted in a complete wetting. This is shown in the images taken during the process:   

 
Figure 35. The effect of applying 280 mVpp acoustic pressure amplitude on Al superhydrophonic sam-ple. a) before being subjected to HIFU pulse, b) after applying HIFU, c) after adding an air bubble using pipette to recover the plastron layer 
The wetted length was around 3.5 mm in y-axis. The effect of localized damages did propa-gate propagate throughout the surface as shown in Figure 35.b, where a silver reflection was vanished in a cloudy fashion as well as having a region around half the size of and at a fixed distance from the central affected region. It seems the oscillation on the surface agitated the micro bubbles in a compartmentalized entrapment. 
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A typical focal region at 1 MHz has a length of 15 mm along the HIFU axis and a width of 2 mm, with a shape and size comparable to a grain of rice. Ultrasound absorption raises the local temperature at the focal region by more than 30°C  in a matter of seconds [40]. Increase in temperature strengthens the bonds in the superhydrophobic coating. However, it is unclear how significant is the effect in the cavitation process.  
At 260 and 240 mVpp, there were several cavitation bubbles of small and large size on the surface that were expanding and compressing slightly.  The bubbles stayed stationary and did not move along the y-axis. In both cases, the portion of plastron layer was removed slightly but adding an air bubble helped to recover the missing part. 
Table 9. Plastron coating under relatively medium ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 

Medium Power 
Amplitude [mVpp] 

O2 con-tent 
[mg/L] 

Tempera-ture 
[°C] 

Before soni-cation After soni-cation 

200 7.9 22.0 

  

180 7.7 22.2 

  

160 7.8 22.3 

  
The result shown in Table 9 were rather unique as the wetting was permanent in all cases. They all started with generating cavitation bubbles on the surface that diminished the plas-tron layer in the focal spot of the transducer. At 160 mVpp, the bubbles were abruptly oscil-lating on the surface. There were instances where the bubbles detach from the plastron and rejoin by bouncing back and forth.  
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Table 10. Plastron coating under compatibility lower ultrasound pressure waves using single burst 

Low Power 
Amplitude [mVpp] 

O2 con-tent 
[mg/L] 

Tempera-ture 
[°C] 

Before soni-cation After soni-cation 

140 7.9 22.0 

  

120 7.7 22.2 

  
In Table 10, there was a visible bubble creation on the surface at 140mVpp. However, it did not affect the plastron layer but rather dissolved with it after the end of the burst cycles. On the other hand, at 120mVpp and lower pressure powers, cavitation bubbles were not formed on the surface. In those cases, there was a very slight flickering in the surface. 
 
 
4.3 The effect of air bubble placement between an ultrasound source and superhydrophobic solid surface 
In this experiment, a high-speed camera was used to take footage of the superhydrophobic surface (copper material) subjected to a burst from ultrasonically actuated needle. In addi-tion, there was an air bubble added to the plastron using a pipet. 
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It was observed that the bubble will stay intact on the plastron and start oscillating at a certain frequency while the bubble effective diameter stayed the same. It also appears as if the added bubble acted as a stability reservoir for the plastron, protecting it from changing state to wetting. 
In the video footage, a region of interest on the bubble surface has been analyzed in Matlab. Three points were chosen at the same height (x-5, x and x+5) to see the propagation at dif-ferent points on the surface. 

 

 
Figure 36. Adding a region of interest and analyzing oscillation 

The bubble was subjected to 31,880 Hz frequency. Using Minnaert frequency relationship 
to calculate the natural bubble radius (𝑅0 ≈

3

31880
= 94𝜇𝑚), the presented bubble is way 

larger and thus it only pulsates. 
To measure the capillary wave in the region of interest, the 3-dimensional array data was compressed by removing dimensions of length 1. Plotting the video light intensity over time (Figure 37) showed that the acoustic pressure dampens as it gets closes to the SH surface. Furthermore, it seems that the frequency at the bubble tip is similar to the ultrasound source 
with a percentage error of +0.69% (32.1−31.88

31.88
)  as it can be depicted from Figure 38. 
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Figure 37. Capillary wave on the bubble surface at different horizontal position 

 
Figure 38. Spectral power density and frequency relation at ROI 

It seems like pressure waves can result in the bubble displacement if enough energy is dis-persed to the bubble. This was more apparent as the bubble was exposed to longer sonication 
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which resulted in the bubble sliding up the surface. On another note, the bubble will need to undergo rectified diffusion to experience a transient cavitation. 
The air bubble on the surface seems to be experience an adhesion force greater than the upcoming pressure waves or buoyancy mainly because it is covering a larger surface area. This will prevent the air bubble from detaching from the surface unless higher amplitude is applied. Moreover, the stable cavitation might promote further growth in bubble size due to coalescence with air packets from plastron layer. 
 
 
4.4 Through-Transmission measurements: PDMS Sample 
In this experiment, a pitch-catch method was used on PDMS sample sonicated with 1MHz and 3MHz transducer, while the output signal from hydrophone was recorded in the oscillo-scope. The test was conducted with no sample, control sample (no SH coating) and SH PDMS sample. 
Due to sound traveling into different medium, the speed of sound changes. Sound moves faster in water than PDMS. Also, a coated PDMS will result in further speed reduction be-cause of an existence of air layer (low acoustic impedance) during SH submergence in water. Therefore, we can see a clear corelation between the spectrum magnitude and sound propa-gation speed (Figure 39).  
It is worth mentioning that PDMS SH sample showed poor plastron stability and it became hydrophilic soon after getting soaked in water.  

 
Figure 39. Signal output magnitude with respect to frequency for no sample, control sample and SH sample at 20%amplifier gain. 
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In Figure 40, it can be seen that the acoustic wave transmits through the sample better when the surface is textured (refer to the front surface of control sample). However, the ef-fect is different when there is SH coating covering the pores. This is due to change in wa-ter/gas interface between medium. Interestingly, if ultrasound passes the material and trav-eling from the inner cavities of SH surface and existing the plastron layer, the signal is rel-atively stronger. 

 
Figure 40. Signal output with respect to 1MHz frequency on SH sample, control sample and no sample 
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5 Limitations of the Current Study and Future Work 
This chapter will highlight the adequacy of the experimental results and possible ways to improve them. Furthermore, it will include new ideas for possible applications. 
One of the major drawbacks during experiments was the sample coating durability where it loses its superhydrophobic property while immersed in water over time. Even after fabricat-ing a sample that has uniform surface structure, the longevity of the SH coating stayed almost the same. All of results obtained were based on experimental ideas with no prior data to correlate and base a conclusion on.  
The results can be improved if the high-speed videos were processed on a durable SH sam-ple. Furthermore, binarizing the data obtained from grayscale footage can be used in calcu-lating bubble area during formation. 
I noticed degassing water prevented air bubble growth on the surface but it seems like there is potential application in inducing cavitation bubbles (e.g. killing cancer cell by agitation) or interstitial transport of particles (e.g. drug delivery). 
Schlieren imaging can be explored further since the silhouette can show all kind of distor-tions due to change in density. The flow visualization was tested on patterned pillars on wafer sample coated with 30mm fluoropolymer and noticed capillary waves and reflection from plastron.  
 
6 Conclusion 
Superhydrophobic surfaces have been developed and utilized in many fields as of late. This study covered a new unexplored area where the coated samples are subjected to ultrasound. Different samples were fabricated, and various experimental setups were devised to address the underlying interactions and phenomena. 
One of the initial steps was related to durability testing of SH coating on different samples when immerged in water which showed varying results. Contact angles were also measured using a tensiometer to ensure the SH state. Only suitable samples were used to get accurate results.  
The interaction of both focused and scattered wave configurations were observed during the second experiment, where cavitation bubbles started forming under specific pressure ampli-tudes and at a fixed pressure nodes. This also helped specify the nucleation progression to the point of detachment. Analyzing the intensity of ultrasound via checking the relative change in grayscale reflectance showed that sample plastrons oscillate at the applied fre-quency. Placing a large bubble on the surface not only dampens the acoustic pressure, but also can be used as a mean of translation if continuous pulse is applied over an extended period. The output signal from hydrophone through transmission on PDMS samples showed that the plastrons act as isolator layers due to having air pockets and also as a signal enhance-ment if ultrasound passes from a pattered surface to plastron medium. 
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Finally, due to the nature of superhydrophobic surfaces underwater in forming an air layer, acoustic waves can either be attenuated or be used to create more bubbles that are useful in some applications.
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Appendix 1. Waveforms setup 
Following is an overview of using Digilent and setting up Waveforms software to actuate the needle at the resonance frequency. 

 
 
Following script was adapted in finding the optimal frequency and applying burst signals. 
function waitPedal(){ 

while(!StaticIO.Channel1.Input.value) {wait(1e-3);} 

} 

 

function setParams(freq,AM){ 

var srate = 5e6; 

Scope1.Trigger.Trigger.text = "Repeated"; 

Scope1.Trigger.Trigger.value = "None"; 

Scope1.Time.Rate.value = srate; 

Scope1.Channel2.Units.value = "A"; 

if(freq != 0){Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value = freq;} 

else{freq = Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value;} 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.AM.checked = AM; 

return freq; 

} 

 

function plotData(x,y){ 

plot1.X.data = x; 

plot1.Y1.data = y; 

plot1.X.Range.value = ceil((x[x.length-1]-x[0])*10)/10; 

plot1.X.Offset.value = -round((x[x.length-1]+x[0])*10/2)/10;  

} 
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function doPowerMeasurement(){ 

print("Running Power Measurement script"); 

var Nsamples = 400, Nperiods = 10, fmin = 25e3, fmax = 35e3, frequency, vrms, 

crms, pave, phase; 

var voltage = [], current = [], power = [], data = [], keys = ["Frequency (Hz)", 

"Voltage (V)", "Current (A)", "Phase (rad)", "Power (W)"]; 

var path = "C:/Users/Matti/Desktop/Työt/Mittaukset/temp/", end = "_liver_40mm_2"; 

for(var idx = 0; idx < Nsamples; idx++){ 

frequency = (fmax-fmin)*idx/Nsamples+fmin; 

data.push([]); data[idx][0] = frequency; 

} 

setParams(fmin,false); 

Scope1.run();  

Wavegen1.Channel2.run(); 

for(var idx = 0; idx < Nsamples; idx++){  

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value = data[idx][0]; 

wait(1e-3+8192/Scope1.Time.Rate.value); 

data[idx][1] = Scope1.Channel1.measure("AC RMS"); 

data[idx][2] = Scope1.Channel2.measure("AC RMS"); 

data[idx][3] = Scope1.Math1.measure("Average"); 

data[idx][4] = acos(min(1,max(-1,data[idx][3]/(data[idx][1]*data[idx][2]))));  

}  

Wavegen1.Channel2.stop(); 

Scope1.stop(); 

var args = {data:data};  

File(path+"data"+end+".csv").write(convertArrayOfObjectsToCSV(args));  

} 

 

function findOptFreq(){ 

print("Running optimum frequency script"); 

var Nsamples = 400, fmin = 30e3, fmax = 33.5e3, pmax = 0, fpmax = fmin, twait = 

1e-3, p, v, i, ph, phmin = 3.14; 

var ps = [], fs = []; 

setParams(fmin,false); 

Wavegen1.Channel2.run(); 

Scope1.run();  

for(var idx = 0; idx < Nsamples; idx++){ 

wait(twait+8192/Scope1.Time.Rate.value); 

p = Scope1.Math1.measure("Average");  

if (p > pmax){  

pmax = p; 

fpmax = Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value;  

}  

ps.push(p); fs.push(Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value/1e3);  

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value = (fmax-fmin)*(idx+1)/Nsam-

ples+fmin;  

} 

Scope1.stop(); 

Wavegen1.Channel2.stop(); 

plotData(fs,ps); 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value = fpmax; 

print(round(pmax*10)/10+" W power at "+round(fpmax)+" Hz"); 

return fpmax;  
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} 

 

function runBurst(freq){ 

var runtime = 30e-3, waittime = 0.5, prf = 1/30e-6, Ncycles = 50, df = 50, thres 

= 0, srate = 5e6, time = 0; 

freq = setParams(freq,true); 

print("Running burst at "+round(freq)+" Hz for "+runtime+" seconds"); 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.AM.Frequency.value = prf; 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.AM.Symmetry.value = 100*Ncycles*prf/freq; 

Scope1.run() 

Wavegen1.Channel2.run(); 

Wavegen1.Channel1.run(); 

 

var start = new Date().getTime(); 

wait(runtime);  

/*for(var idx = 0; wait(waittime) && time < runtime; idx++){ 

var ps = [];  

//Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.AM.checked = false; 

//Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value -= df;  

for(var i = 0; i < 3; i++){ 

wait(1e-3+8192/srate);  

ps[i] = Scope1.Math1.measure("Average");  

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value += df; 

} 

if(ps[0] > ps[1] + thres & ps[0] > ps[2] + thres){ 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value -= 3*df;  

print("Frequency changed to "+round(Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Fre-

quency.value)+" Hz"); 

} 

else if(ps[2] > ps[0] + thres & ps[2] > ps[1] + thres){ 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value -= df; 

print("Frequency changed to "+round(Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Fre-

quency.value)+" Hz");  

} 

else { 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Frequency.value -= 2*df; 

print("Frequency kept at "+round(Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.Carrier.Fre-

quency.value)+" Hz");  

} 

Wavegen1.Channel2.Advanced.AM.checked = true; 

time = (new Date().getTime()-start)/1000;  

} 

print(round((new Date().getTime()-start)/100)*10);*/  

Wavegen1.Channel2.stop(); 

Wavegen1.Channel1.stop(); 

 

Scope1.stop()  

} 

 

function convertArrayOfObjectsToCSV(args) {  

var result, ctr, keys, columnDelimiter, lineDelimiter, data; 

data = args.data || null; 
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if (data == null || !data.length) { 

return null; 

} 

columnDelimiter = args.columnDelimiter || ','; 

lineDelimiter = args.lineDelimiter || '\n'; 

keys = Object.keys(data[0]); 

result = ''; 

result += keys.join(columnDelimiter); 

result += lineDelimiter; 

data.forEach(function(item) { 

ctr = 0; 

keys.forEach(function(key) { 

if (ctr > 0) result += columnDelimiter; 

result += item[key]; 

ctr++; 

}); 

result += lineDelimiter; 

}); 

return result; 

} 

 

StaticIO.run(); 

 

//doPowerMeasurement(); 

//waitPedal(); 

//var freq = findOptFreq(); 

//waitPedal(); 

freq = 990000; 

runBurst(freq); 

//wait(0.1); 

//runBurst(freq); 

//runBurst(32459); 

 

StaticIO.stop(); StaticIO.run(); StaticIO.stop(); 
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Appendix 2. Through-transmission measurement in Matlab 
This part is the workaround on analysing the csv data file exported from the oscilloscope. 
%   Experiment: Transducer, hydrophone and superhydrophobic sample in 

%   horizontal configuration 

%   Note: 10% gain was used all the way through 

% 

clear all,  close all, clc, nfig = 0; 

Loading the csv data files 
S1 = csvread('scope_9.csv',45,0);  % only sample clamp 

S2 = csvread('scope_6.csv',45,0);  % AC facing the transducer 

S3 = csvread('scope_8.csv',45,0);  % Control sample facing the transducer 

S4 = csvread('scope_5.csv',45,0);  % AC facing the hydrophone 

S6 = csvread('scope_7.csv',45,0);  % Control sample facing the hydrophone 

 

 

T1 = mean(S1(1:11875,4)); 

T2 = mean(S2(1:11875,4)); 

T3 = mean(S3(1:11875,4)); 

T4 = mean(S4(1:11875,4)); 

T6 = mean(S6(1:11875,4)); 

 

S1(:,4)= S1(:,4)-T1; 

S2(:,4)= S2(:,4)-T2; 

S3(:,4)= S3(:,4)-T3; 

S4(:,4)= S4(:,4)-T4; 

S6(:,4)= S6(:,4)-T6; 

Analyzing the signal 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% For S1 measurement % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

ROIx1 = 35338; 

ROIx2 = 54831; 

L1 = length(S1(:,2)); % Length of channel 1 data 

S11 = S1(ROIx1:ROIx2,5); % Region of interest from averaged data (channel 3) 

S11t = S1(ROIx1:ROIx2,1); 

L11 = length(S11); 

 

% Sampling interval -- assuming equal sampling 

DT1 = S1(2,1)-S1(1,1); 

% Sampling frequency 

Fs1 = 1/DT1; 

DF1 = Fs1/L1; 

DF11 = Fs1/L11; % ROI 
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freq1 = (0:DF1:Fs1/2-1)/1e06; % MHz 

freq11 = (0:DF11:Fs1/2-1)/1e06; % ROI MHz 

 

% freq1 = (0:L1/2-1)*Fs1/L1; 

 

% Applying fast fourier transformation 

Y11 = fft(S1(:,2),L1); 

Y12 = fft(S1(:,3),L1); 

Y13 = fft(S1(:,5),L1); 

Y131 = fft(S11,L11); % FFT of the averaged signal in ROI 

% FFT is symmetric so discarding the second half 

Y11 = Y11(1:L1/2); 

Y12 = Y12(1:L1/2); 

Y13 = Y13(1:L1/2); 

Y131 = Y131(1:L11/2); % At ROI 

% Taking the magnitude of fft of Y as the values are complex 

mY11 = abs(Y11); 

mY12 = abs(Y12); 

mY13 = abs(Y13); 

mY131 = abs(Y131); % At ROI 

% Converting magnitude to decibels dB 

Y11db = 20*log10(mY11); 

Y12db = 20*log10(mY12); 

Y13db = 20*log10(mY13); 

Y131db = 20*log10(mY131); % At ROI 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% For S2 measurement: % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

ROIx1 = 35130; 

ROIx2 = 54613; 

L2 = length(S2(:,2)); % Length of channel 1 data 

S21 = S2(ROIx1:ROIx2,5); % Region of interest from averaged data (channel 3) 

S21t = S2(ROIx1:ROIx2,1); 

L21 = length(S21); 

 

% Sampling interval -- assuming equal sampling 

DT2 = S2(2,1)-S2(1,1); 

% Sampling frequency 

Fs2 = 1/DT2; 

DF2 = Fs2/L2; 

DF21 = Fs2/L21; % ROI 

freq2 = (0:DF2:Fs2/2-1)/1e06; % MHz 

freq21 = (0:DF21:Fs2/2-1)/1e06; % ROI MHz 

 

% freq1 = (0:L1/2-1)*Fs1/L1; 

 

% Applying fast fourier transformation 

Y21 = fft(S2(:,2),L2); 

Y22 = fft(S2(:,3),L2); 

Y23 = fft(S2(:,5),L2); 

Y231 = fft(S21,L21); % FFT of the averaged signal in ROI 

% FFT is symmetric so discarding the second half 
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Y21 = Y21(1:L2/2); 

Y22 = Y22(1:L2/2); 

Y23 = Y23(1:L2/2); 

Y231 = Y231(1:L21/2); % At ROI 

% Taking the magnitude of fft of Y as the values are complex 

mY21 = abs(Y21); 

mY22 = abs(Y22); 

mY23 = abs(Y23); 

mY231 = abs(Y231); % At ROI 

% Converting magnitude to decibels dB 

Y21db = 20*log10(mY21); 

Y22db = 20*log10(mY22); 

Y23db = 20*log10(mY23); 

Y231db = 20*log10(mY231); % At ROI 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% For S3 measurement % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

ROIx1 = 35452; 

ROIx2 = 54333; 

L3 = length(S3(:,2)); % Length of channel 1 data 

S31 = S3(ROIx1:ROIx2,5); % Region of interest from averaged data (channel 3) 

S31t = S3(ROIx1:ROIx2,1); 

L31 = length(S31); 

 

% Sampling interval -- assuming equal sampling 

DT3 = S3(2,1)-S3(1,1); 

% Sampling frequency 

Fs3 = 1/DT3; 

DF3 = Fs3/L3; 

DF31 = Fs3/L31; % ROI 

freq3 = (0:DF3:Fs3/2-1)/1e06; % MHz 

freq31 = (0:DF31:Fs3/2-1)/1e06; % ROI MHz 

 

% freq1 = (0:L1/2-1)*Fs1/L1; 

 

% Applying fast fourier transformation 

Y31 = fft(S3(:,2),L3); 

Y32 = fft(S3(:,3),L3); 

Y33 = fft(S3(:,5),L3); 

Y331 = fft(S31,L31); % FFT of the averaged signal in ROI 

% FFT is symmetric so discarding the second half 

Y31 = Y31(1:L3/2); 

Y32 = Y32(1:L3/2); 

Y33 = Y33(1:L3/2); 

Y331 = Y331(1:L31/2); % At ROI 

% Taking the magnitude of fft of Y as the values are complex 

mY31 = abs(Y31); 

mY32 = abs(Y32); 

mY33 = abs(Y33); 

mY331 = abs(Y331); % At ROI 
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% Converting magnitude to decibels dB 

Y31db = 20*log10(mY31); 

Y32db = 20*log10(mY32); 

Y33db = 20*log10(mY33); 

Y331db = 20*log10(mY331); % At ROI 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% For S4 measurement % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

ROIx1 = 35505; 

ROIx2 = 53482; 

L4 = length(S4(:,2)); % Length of channel 1 data 

S41 = S4(ROIx1:ROIx2,5); % Region of interest from averaged data (channel 3) 

S41t = S4(ROIx1:ROIx2,1); 

L41 = length(S41); 

 

% Sampling interval -- assuming equal sampling 

DT4 = S4(2,1)-S4(1,1); 

% Sampling frequency 

Fs4 = 1/DT4; 

DF4 = Fs4/L4; 

DF41 = Fs4/L41; % ROI 

freq4 = (0:DF4:Fs4/2-1)/1e06; % MHz 

freq41 = (0:DF41:Fs4/2-1)/1e06; % ROI MHz 

 

% freq1 = (0:L1/2-1)*Fs1/L1; 

 

% Applying fast fourier transformation 

Y41 = fft(S4(:,2),L4); 

Y42 = fft(S4(:,3),L4); 

Y43 = fft(S4(:,5),L4); 

Y431 = fft(S41,L41); % FFT of the averaged signal in ROI 

% FFT is symmetric so discarding the second half 

Y41 = Y41(1:L4/2); 

Y42 = Y42(1:L4/2); 

Y43 = Y43(1:L4/2); 

Y431 = Y431(1:L41/2); % At ROI 

% Taking the magnitude of fft of Y as the values are complex 

mY41 = abs(Y41); 

mY42 = abs(Y42); 

mY43 = abs(Y43); 

mY431 = abs(Y431); % At ROI 

% Converting magnitude to decibels dB 

Y41db = 20*log10(mY41); 

Y42db = 20*log10(mY42); 

Y43db = 20*log10(mY43); 

Y431db = 20*log10(mY431); % At ROI 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% For S6 measurement % 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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ROIx1 = 35686; 

ROIx2 = 54927; 

L6 = length(S6(:,2)); % Length of channel 1 data 

S61 = S6(ROIx1:ROIx2,5); % Region of interest from averaged data (channel 3) 

S61t = S6(ROIx1:ROIx2,1); 

L61 = length(S61); 

 

% Sampling interval -- assuming equal sampling 

DT6 = S6(2,1)-S6(1,1); 

% Sampling frequency 

Fs6 = 1/DT6; 

DF6 = Fs6/L6; 

DF61 = Fs6/L61; % ROI 

freq6 = (0:DF6:Fs6/2-1)/1e06; % MHz 

freq61 = (0:DF61:Fs6/2-1)/1e06; % ROI MHz 

 

% freq1 = (0:L1/2-1)*Fs1/L1; 

 

% Applying fast fourier transformation 

Y61 = fft(S6(:,2),L6); 

Y62 = fft(S6(:,3),L6); 

Y63 = fft(S6(:,5),L6); 

Y631 = fft(S61,L61); % FFT of the averaged signal in ROI 

% FFT is symmetric so discarding the second half 

Y61 = Y61(1:L6/2); 

Y62 = Y62(1:L6/2); 

Y63 = Y63(1:L6/2); 

Y631 = Y631(1:L61/2); % At ROI 

% Taking the magnitude of fft of Y as the values are complex 

mY61 = abs(Y61); 

mY62 = abs(Y62); 

mY63 = abs(Y63); 

mY631 = abs(Y631); % At ROI 

% Converting magnitude to decibels dB 

Y61db = 20*log10(mY61); 

Y62db = 20*log10(mY62); 

Y63db = 20*log10(mY63); 

Y631db = 20*log10(mY631); % At ROI 

Magnitude Spectrum in ROI 
% Averaged Magnitude Spectrum with 10% gain 

nfig = nfig+1; figure(nfig) 

subplot(3,1,1) 

plot(freq11,mY131) 

title('Magnitude Spectrum: Only sample clamp') 

ylabel('Magnitude') 

xlabel('Frequency (MHz)') 

ylim([0 30]) 

grid on 

xlim([0 4]) 
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subplot(3,1,2) 

plot(freq21,mY231,freq41,mY431) 

title('Magnitude Spectrum: AC surface') 

ylabel('Magnitude') 

xlabel('Frequency (MHz)') 

grid on 

xlim([0 4]), ylim([0 30]) 

legend('facing the transducer','facing the hydrophone') 

subplot(3,1,3) 

plot(freq31,mY331,freq61,mY631) 

title('Magnitude Spectrum: Control sample') 

ylabel('Magnitude') 

xlabel('Frequency (MHz)') 

grid on 

xlim([0 4]), ylim([0 30]) 

legend('facing the transducer','facing the hydrophone') 
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Appendix 3: Capillary wave visualization 
In an attempt to measure capillary waves, I wrote this simple code to readvideo frames, choose a ROI and squeeze out dimensions. 
v= VideoReader('5X_31880Hz_SH_Copper_42.21V_trial3.avi'); 

 

video=uint8([]); 

 

i=1; 

fps = 100000; 

 

while hasFrame(v) 

    video(:,:,i) = readFrame(v); 

    i=i+1; 

end 

 

figure 

for i = 1:size(video,3) 

    imshow(video(:,:,i)) 

    %drawnow 

end 

 

 

x=185; 

y=95; 

time = [1:size(video,3)]./fps; 

cap_wave1 = squeeze(video(y,x,:)); 

cap_wave2 = squeeze(video(y,x-5,:)); 

cap_wave3 = squeeze(video(y,x+5,:)); 

 

figure 

plot(time, cap_wave1,'r'); 

hold on 

plot(time, cap_wave2,'b'); 

plot(time, cap_wave3,'g'); 

hold off 

 
v= VideoReader('Superhydrophobic_BiopsyNee-

dle_9.9W_31995Hz_5X_384x288_100000pps_ExpTime9.476us_Aperture13_LED31.57V.avi'); 

 

video=uint8([]); 

 

i=1; 

 

fps = 100000; 

 

while hasFrame(v) 

    video(:,:,i) = readFrame(v); 
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    i=i+1; 

    if i == 1001 

        break; 

    end 

end 

figure 

for i = 3:500 

    frame = video(:,310:end,i); 

    subplot(1,2,1); 

        imshow(frame,[],'InitialMag','fit') 

    subplot(1,2,2); 

        row = transpose(frame(150,:)); 

        plot(medfilt1(double(row),10),'k');hold on; 

 

        frame = video(:,310:end,i-1); 

        row = transpose(frame(150,:)); 

        plot(medfilt1(double(row),10),'r'); 

 

        frame = video(:,310:end,i-2); 

        row = transpose(frame(150,:)); 

        plot(medfilt1(double(row),10),'b'); 

        hold off; 

        ylim([0,100]) 

    drawnow 

    pause(0.1) 

end 

 
frame = video(:,334:end,1); 

spos = zeros(size(frame)); 

for i = 1:1000 

    frame = double(video(:,334:end,i)); 

    spos = spos + frame; 

end 

spos = spos/1000; 

figure; 

imshow(spos,[]) 

figure; 

for i = 1:200 

    frame = medfilt2(double(video(:,334:end,i))-spos,[3,3]); 

    subplot(2,2,1); 

        imshow(frame,[],'InitialMag','fit') 

    subplot(2,2,2); 

        %rows = mean(abs(frame(120:130,:)),1); 

        %ave = filter2(fspecial('average',3),double(video(:,335:end,i))-

spos)/255; 
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        meanpool=sepblockfun(double(video(:,334:end,i))-spos,[3,3],'mean'); 

 

        % Resample image 

        F = griddedInterpolant(double(meanpool)); 

        % Pixel division 

        div = 1/3; 

        F.Method = 'makima'; 

        [sx,sy] = size(meanpool); 

        xq = (0:div:sx)'; 

        yq = (0:div:sy)'; 

        vq1 = uint8(F({xq,yq})); 

 

        imshow(vq1,[],'InitialMag','fit') 

    subplot(2,2,3) 

        row = mean(frame(150:200,:),1); 

        norm = (row-min(row))/(max(row)-min(row)); 

        plot(norm); ylim([0 1]) 

    subplot(2,2,4) 

        row = mean(vq1(150:200,:),1); 

        norm = (row-min(row))/(max(row)-min(row)); 

        plot(norm); ylim([0 1]) 

    drawnow 

    pause(0.5) 

end 
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Appendix 4: Particle Stream Tracker 
One of the experiments I worked on revolved around tracking micro particles after applying pressure waves with ultrasonically actuated needle near superhydrophobic vicinity as shown in the figure below. 

 
Waveform was used to generate a continuous sin wave signal at 100 mV amplitude and 10% gain. After using a script to find the optimum resonance frequency of the needle, 1 W was applied at 32298 Hz. The high-speed camera aperture was set at 2.8,1024x800 resolution, 10000 pps sample rate with 2μs exposure time. 
The sample was submerged in water along with the ultrasonic needle. A cospheric PE mi-crospheres of fluorescent green were used (size ranged from 45-53μm and the density was 1.002 g/cc). 
Three video footages were taken during the experiment. The videos were analysed in matlab using image cross correlation to find the displacement of micro microparticles. The idea was simply to subdivide the image into regions and cross correlate region by region between two frames. The searched region was set to be larger than the article size (with width and height of 64 μm). After that, displacement and velocities variables were defined in a cubic matrix that is divided into time-steps. The results were as follow: 
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Appendix 5: Capillary wave experiment using schlieren system 
An attempt to devise a capillary wave experiment where a SH sample is place horizontally on the water surface required a usage of high speed camera and the application of schlieren flow visualization.  
The high speed camera was placed at a 18 degree angle to capture the sample surface from below. The camera sample rate was 250000 fps, 254x128 resolution, 1 μs exposure time and 9.6 apperture. 1 MHz transducer was used with 20% gain, 10 ms burst period, 240 mVpp amplitude for 50 cycles. Aluminum sample (25.4 mm x 31 mm) coated with hydrobead was used. 

 

 
Each cycle in the transducer is around 1 μs. Since 50 cycle was used at 65000 fps, we will have 12.5 frames for one burst. It takes around 19 ms for the wave to propagate 12.7mm on the surface which indicates the capillary wave speed is 0.67 m/s. 


